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decentralised teaching

what's the best lesson you've ever done? 

take 30 seconds to think about this



decentralised teaching

my best lessons have been…



games/ team building activities



making beer



background:

in January 2013 I started working at a berlin startup.

what is a startup?



A startup is a company working to 
solve a problem where the solution is 
not obvious and success is not 
guaranteed

Neil Blumenthal 
(co-founder of Warby Parker)



Angela Merkel visited Wooga 
in 2013  (social gaming) "

"People pay money for 
that?"

they make 'Jelly Splash' - where 
you connect groups of coloured 

blobs to make them explode.



Angela Merkel visited Wooga 
in 2013  (social gaming) "
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how is working at a startup different from a 
conventional company?



f  - flat hierarchy

i - iterative working

d - decentralised teams

e  - electronic communication

l  - learner needs



alternative teaching approaches didn't help me 
with this new working environment - I needed a 
new approach!



"The aim is to expose 
students to a target 
discourse community, and 
help them become 
members of that 
community."

Evan Frendo, 'Business 
English, ESP, and Dogme' 
(2010)

business english:
conversation driven? 
materials light? emergent 
language?



decentralisation  
what is it?



decentralisation is a 
dispersal of resources



therefore it is also a 
dispersal of power
(control over resources)



centralisation is a 
concentration of resources



or power



decentralised             versus                centralised systems

difference?



in decentralised systems the end user is important
end users help to maintain, propagate and improve 
decentralised systems

at their best decentralised systems are:
more responsive to local needs 
more efficient
more resilient



but what's the driving principle 
behind decentralisation?



but what's the driving principle 
behind decentralisation?

subsidiarity - problems should be 
solved at the lowest capable 
level



an example from the classroom: teachers can 
solve problems in the classroom that we couldn't 
10 years ago e.g. "What's the most common verb 
after 'like'?" (british english)















how can I use it?



to involve your learners in 
the process of learning



results?

raise engagement

improve your teaching

clear a space for 'gold dust'



my experiment…

12 weeks
no course book
one class in berlin - 2hrs weekly



how do I do it?



set a priming period



during this period you can:

try out new activities (e.g. TBL)

gauge learner reaction

reshape learner expectations



example activity - "lifelines" 

• learners draw their lifelines

• learners go round and write 

questions on other "lifelines"

• learners answer the questions



next is an example of my lifeline -

notice the questions that learners

asked

this task is great for conditionals, 

question forms or as a 

getting-to-know-you activity







set a start date

• this clarifies your thinking

• forces you to plan, organise and arrange activities

•gives you time to ask your co-workers, DOS, for support 
and get people on board (e.g. HR department)



the first week is crucial. here you brainstorm, 
discuss and negotiate your syllabus

use cards & marker pens to brainstorm. then 
organise the syllabus into
weeks (write numbers on
the cards)

then type up the syllabus
in google docs 



this idea is not new but 

consists of Nunan's "Learner

Centred Curriculum"(1988)

+priming



do it.

spoken grammar

appraisals

turn-taking

refugees

conditionals in corpora

useful phrases



example lesson: "35 and single"

starting question:

what's the best age to get married?





write if-sentences from the following point of view:

• the film-maker (paula)

• paula's parents

• paula's former boyfriends

• your own point of view



write if-sentences

get the learners to categorise their sentences into 
the following groups of conditionals.

these groups are based on real corpus data (not
coursebook writers' intuitions)



real non-past if you are going to get married, you 
better be quick (parents)

real past if you wanted a career back then, you 
had to start working straight after 
university (film-maker)

unreal non-past if you could talk to your former 
boyfriends - what would you say? 
(learner question)

unreal past if we had got married, she would have 
had a family by now (ex-boyfriend)



which group of conditionals is the most common 
according to real usage (corpus data)?



real non-past if you are going to get married, you 
better be quick (parents)

real past if you wanted a career back then, you 
had to start working straight after 
university (film-maker)

unreal non-past if you could talk to your former 
boyfriends - what would you say? 
(learner question)

unreal past if we had got married, she would have 
had a family by now (ex-boyfriend)



this group comprises what we usually call zero and 1st 
conditional but with LOTS of variations (e.g. result 
clause with going to, modals, present continuous)



blog about  it.

spoken grammar

turn-taking

refugees

conditionals in 
corpora



get feedback

"Nice ideas, no standard course with 
boring topics. Instead huge 
interactivity and some interesting 
experiments for a change."



get feedback

"huge interactivity 
and some interesting 

experiments for a 
change"



get feedback

"always had the chance 
to ask questions; good 

atmosphere"



get feedback

"I always enjoy every 
lesson"



evaluate.
do it again.

"I always enjoy every lesson. for me 
it's a good mixture of learning 
vocabulary, grammar and practice 
spoken language."



tell people
get them to do it too
make a community of decentralised teachers



thanks for listening
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